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Abstract: As there is lot of increase the number of vehicles, there is increase in pollution, traffic, and rise in petrol costs. To overcome these problems this paper introduces bike sharing application in which people can share expenses of fuel by sharing the bike to reach their destinations. The objective of bike pooling is to reduce the number of bikes in use by grouping people. Also the growing pollution and traffic problems will be reduced due to sharing of bikes.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The increased human population and high use of private vehicles increases the load on the environment and raises issues of high levels of air pollution in cities, parking problems, noise pollution, and traffic congestion problems. People are also suffering from high traveling costs and also fuel prices are rising.

In order to overcome these problems, this paper is useful for finding different solutions on it. Bike pooling is an android application in which people will share bikes to travel distances which goes along the same route of the bike user. Bike Pooling is a pick-up and drop-off service provided to the users according to their needs. Hence this will help to reduce air pollution, traffic congestion as the number of vehicles will be reduced. Bike pooling also helps people to share their travel expenses that is fuel costs. It is also useful to save fuel for future use as fuels are getting decreased day by day due to large amount of consumption. Bike Pooling is an Android application which is implemented with the help of KNN algorithm. This application makes use of integrated Google maps to trace out the locations. In this application guardian number is also provided in case of emergency purpose.

II. MOTIVATION

Nowadays Lots of people refer cab for traveling around city. It was pretty much beneficial to people. But sometimes in particular area cabs are not available so that will prove unbeneicial to user, because system was time consuming and so to overcome these issues we implement this system which will beneficial, less time consuming and useful for people for short distance journey.

III. EXISTING SYSTEM

In previous system, the system was a web application. The existing system was developed only for cars. This system was taking very much time for tracing locations and traveling purpose. Also it was increasing traffic problems. The system was not convenient for the user and the driver. The system was time consuming and was giving less accuracy. To overcome all these issues we are developing an android application which will be less time consuming and convenient for users.
IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM

The system in Fig.1 is system architecture of Bike Pooling using Android Application. Bike pooling means sharing of bikes among people for traveling purpose. First the user downloads the Bike Pooling Application and then he/she will install it in his android phone. Then user will register through an android device, enter his/her details to the application, and enter the location where he/she wants to reach. Then booking of bikes is done.

User send the request to the biker and biker accept the nearest user’s request. After registration and booking, current location of user and biker will be displayed and also the path for traveling showing shortest route will be displayed using GPS navigation and integrated Google maps and for shortest route the KNN algorithm is used. The user will pick up from current location and drop to the desired destination safely with minimum cost.

V. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

The system for Bike Pooling is developed using Android Application. First the user will register through an android device, enter his/her details to the application, and enter the location where he/she wants to reach. The user will pick up from current location and drop to the desired destination safely with minimum cost. In this application User can register using his/her information like name, password, date of birth, Gender, etc. Registration process can be done using OTP.

After registration user can login to the system. After Login he/she can fill the details of Bike and then he/she can schedule the ride. The User’s and Biker’s current deviation can be shown using Google Map. The payment can be done using cash or card. In this application card option is provide and wallet also provided.

Tools and Technology used for implementing Bike Pooling Application:

A. Xampp

XAMPP is a open source platform and also free for users. It is Web server solution which is developed by Apache. It consists of database for storing data, HTTP server, PHP for displaying webpages and PERL for programming.

1) Components of XAMPP are

a) Apache: Apache is the web server application which process and deliver the web contents from website to computer or server.

b) MySQL: MySQL is used for database purpose for storing large data related to the application. It contains all details about the user and biker for example name, address, contact number, vehicle details, etc.

c) PHP: PHP is a Hypertext Pre-processor which is used for server-side scripting language. It is open source, easy to learn and it works perfectly so it the choice of most developers.

d) Perl: Perl is a high-level, dynamic programming language used extensively in network programming, system admin, etc.

B. Java

Java language is used for implementation purpose. Android Studio is used as platform for coding and development.
VI. ALGORITHM

A. KNN Algorithm

K-nearest neighbour classifier is one of the introductory supervised classifier, which every data science learner should be aware of. Fix Hodges proposed K-nearest neighbour classifier algorithm in the year of 1951 for performing pattern classification task. For simplicity, this classifier is called as KNN Classifier. To be surprised k-nearest neighbour classifier mostly represented as KNN, even in many research papers too. KNN address the pattern recognition problems and also the best choices for addressing some of the classification related tasks. The simple version of the K-nearest neighbour classifier algorithms is to predict the target label by finding the nearest neighbour class. The closest class will be identified using the distance measures like Euclidean distance. KNN algorithm is used for finding the shortest way of transportation.

B. Pseudocode

1) Calculate \(d(x, x_i) i = 1, 2, ..., n\); where \(d\) denotes the Euclidean distance between the points. Arrange the calculated \(n\) Euclidean distances in non-decreasing order.
2) Let \(k\) be a +ve integer, take the first \(k\) distances from this sorted list.
3) Find those \(k\)-points corresponding to these \(k\)-distances.
4) Let \(k_i\) denotes the number of points belonging to the \(i\)th class among \(k\) points i.e. \(k 0 k_i\); then put \(x\) in class \(i\).

VII. RESULTS

In Fig.3 the Bike Pooling application will be installed.

FIG. 3

FIG. 4
In Fig. 4 this is the front page of the application.

In Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 the Login and Registration page of the application is displayed where the user can register and login into the app using his/her information.
In Fig. 6 after the registration process the verification page will occur where user needs to enter the OTP sent on his/her mobile number.

In Fig. 7 the home page is displayed where various functions of the app are available like adding bike details, tracing locations, booking rides, making payment.
In Fig.8 the biker will add his/her bike details.

FIG. 8

FIG. 9
Here the biker will add the starting and destination locations.

FIG. 10

Here the user will fix date, time and location and confirm the schedule.

FIG. 11
In Fig 11 the available bike riders will be displayed.

Fig. 12

Here the user will send request to biker which is going on the same route of user’s destination location.

Fig. 13
In Fig. 13 the biker will accept or reject the request of the user.

**FIG. 14**

**FIG. 15**
In Fig. 14 and Fig. 15 there is option of logout editing vehicle details and adding card details to make payment.

In Fig. 16 user will make payment and the ride will be confirmed.

**VIII. CONCLUSION**

Bike pooling is an android application which helps in reducing traffic congestion and pollution problem. This application is user friendly and also helpful for maintaining the green environment. The application is used for traveling purpose. Guardian can get real time location of user if accident takes place. This application also provides facility of giving notification when request is canceled.
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